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This paper addresses the controversial issue of whether human agents have property rights in 

their body, and possibly the right to control what may happen to their organs and tissue after 

removal from their body, including patenting activities based on these biological materials. This 

is examined from the concept-theoretical framework. The framework is based on Alan Gewirth’s 

moral theory, according to which the Principle of Generic Consistency 
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(the PGC) is the supreme 

principle by which to judge the permissibility of actions. The main objective of this paper is to 

analyse the view of PGC on human agents, the possibility of owning property rights in their body, 

and the right to control what may happen to their organs and tissue after removal from their 

body. 

 

The paper raises issues in specific situations dealing with the question of rights to agents or non-

agents. Specifically, it clarifies how the concept-theoretic position views the balancing rights while 

dealing with property rights for bodily parts, human embryos, and foetuses. It is argued that even 

without proving the availability of property rights in their bodily parts for agents, according to 
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Beyleveld and Brownsword’s rule-preclusionary theory
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, human agents have exclusive control 

over their body parts. If they are not granted a rule-preclusionary right to exclusively control what 

happens to their body parts, this contradicts the provision of adequate protection for their generic 

rights. This is possibly against their human dignity as it denies their possession of implied generic 

rights. With regard to human embryos, Gewirth’s original argument is criticised and Pattinson 

and Beyleveld’s Precautionary Reason argument
4

 selected as a solution to be used in 

biotechnology patent cases to avoid the fallacy of proportionality.  
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